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The rise of “Just-in-time” logistics, as a practice and strategy for organizing the globe-spanning distribution of goods, has insinuated supply chains into nearly every aspect of our daily lives. Algorithms track our purchasing patterns and workers' delivery speeds. Cavernous warehouses and ports swallow working-class neighborhoods. Monstrous cargo ships move across the world’s oceans, connecting products made by Asian factory workers to North American consumers at the click of a mouse. This talk challenges the dominant idea that “the logistics revolution,” as it is often called, pulled millions in the developing world out of poverty and brought trade to their doorstep. Instead, by tracing the historical intersection of the rise of logistics with the end of formal empire, I argue that when viewed from the perspective of the decolonizing Global South, the rise of transnational supply chains defanged alternative visions of postcolonial economic development and demobilized global labor struggles. Yet, supply chains are not all-powerful. Learning from activists who have disrupted and occupied supply chains to make anti-colonial demands across history, we will see how supply chains have also been sites of collective resistance and international solidarity, from demands for decolonization then, to demands for decolonization now.
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